Directional spectrum analysis and statistics obtained from ERS-1 SAR wave images
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Abstract

This work examines ERS-1 (the first European Remote Sensing Satellite) SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) water surface wave images over Hualien of Taiwan, indicating that the variation of SAR signals in space domain is similar to in situ wave data’s in time domain. Some statistical properties of SAR data are investigated. The Rayleigh distribution function closely corresponds with the histogram of wave heights, but the Gaussian one cannot for water surface displacements. Evidence reveals that SAR wave signals do not respond well to actual ocean waves effectively. As wave spectral analysis of available SAR data reveals, the appropriate sample size of SAR wave image, sampling average, and moving average should be taken carefully to accurately confirm directional power spectra. Moreover, SAR spectra are compared with in situ ones, confirming that peak frequencies correlate well and wave directions approximately agree with each other. Some differences between both spectral shapes remain somewhat unclear and require further study. Nevertheless, in this study, ERS-1 SAR power spectra verified the feasibility of deriving an appropriate dominant wave direction and peak frequency. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Observing ocean surface waves using conventional wave instruments such as wave gauges, wave riders, and ultrasonic wave meters is a relatively difficult task. More
specifically, deploying, monitoring, and retrieving instruments are of particular concern. The wave data cannot always be acquired as generally expected owing to loss, damage, or malfunctioning of instruments. In addition, conventional wave instruments can record only time series data and cannot directly observe the spatial change of a wavefield. In contrast, the remote sensing technique can rapidly obtain synoptic information involving the wide ocean wavefield, thereby making it a preferable auxiliary tool over conventional ones.

The visible bands of SPOT, although capable of depicting ocean surface waves (Populus et al., 1991), can function only during the daytime. SAR images are different from visible ones. It is an active radar, capable of penetrating clouds and moisture in the air to observe the ocean surface waves, regardless of day or night. Information regarding a wavefield derived from SAR images at sea during poor climates, particularly as a typhoon approaches, is quite valuable for coastal engineering construction in terms of safety and economic feasibility. Previous investigators have used SAR images to observe ocean surface waves (Gonzales et al., 1979; Atul et al., 1982) since the launching of SEASAT in 1978. However, a comprehensive solution using SAR to image water surface waves is still lacking. Of particular concern, the SAR image spectrum is not actually representative of the actual water surface displacement spectrum. The power spectra of SAR images are a transformation of the sea surface’s directional slope spectrum via modulation transfer function (MTF) (Alpers and Hasselmann, 1978). The effects of surface waves’ motion on the SAR imaging mechanism still remains unclear (Alpers and Brüning, 1986; Monaldo et al., 1993). Therefore, many studies of SAR imaging water surface waves are currently underway (Charriez and Olagnon, 1995; Rufenach et al., 1995).

This study uses SAR wave images to estimate the directional wave spectrum. In general, wave length (or wavenumber) and direction can be evaluated. However, the variation of water surface (wave height) is presented in SAR image only with gray level and not well calibrated with in situ data presently, thereby not allowing wave height to be estimated precisely in terms of quantity. Although not easily derived from SAR images, the wave height (energy) can be easily obtained by other means such as conventional methods, an altimeter or wind wave forecasting models. On the other hand, SAR image can directly derive the wavenumber spectra instead of frequency spectra which are extensively and popularly used in engineering design. Therefore, this study attempts to obtain frequency spectra from SAR data. In order to know how well the SAR signal can respond to actual water surface waves, the differences of wave characteristics between SAR signals and in situ data were investigated through statistical techniques. Owing to that their relationship remains somewhat unclear, SAR power spectra must be carefully applied to ocean engineering.

2. SAR data and wave image properties

2.1. EAS-1 SAR images

ERS-1 SAR scans and receives radar echo in 5.3 Hz frequency, i.e. C-band. Each full scene covers an area of around 100 km × 100 km. Any pixel’s nearly square
size is 12.5 m × 12.5 m. The ERS-1 SAR image used in this study was received and distributed by the Center for Space and Remote Sensing Research (CSRSR), National Central University in Taiwan. The primary products are four-look images. As to the four-look image, independent images of the same area can be formed in the digital processing of SAR data by using 4 sub-sets of the signal returns. These images are then averaged to create a single four-look image which has lower resolution but reduced speckles. A SAR image acquired at around 2:30 Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), i.e. Taiwan Local Time (TLT) of 10:30 on November 26, 1993, was used in this study. A SAR four-look image of Hualien, the eastern coastal region of Taiwan, was selected herein to analyze the wavefield characteristics and compare with in situ wave data.

2.2. Reviewing SAR wave signals

SAR images with information regarding water surface waves do not directly present the actual variation in water surface. Those images belong to a temporary photography process and are recorded radar echoes in digital count as gray levels. Factors such as SAR view angle, satellite track heading, and wave motion effects such as surface tilting, hydrodynamic interactions, and velocity bunching (Stewart, 1985) may affect radio echoes. The images' wavelike patterns are not an actual wave pattern and, subsequently, may be deformed by these factors. From another view, in spite of those factors affecting SAR imaging, SAR wave signals will be checked and focused on their statistical properties and probability distribution in advance. If the probability distribution of SAR wave signals is similar to the actual ocean waves, we have reason to think that the SAR wave signal can give us some important information concerning ocean waves. Wave properties over a coastal zone are easy influenced by bottom slope. Avoiding this bottom influence, the SAR image of deep water waves was chosen to be investigated. The study area depicted in Fig. 1 was selected for SAR signal analysis. A waverider was located about 1 km distant from the upper-left corner of this study area.

Ocean waves dominate SAR signals if the sea states are high. According to a previous study (Gonzales et al., 1979), SAR images have a satisfactory and clear wavelike pattern in the sea states of a significant wave height above 2 meters. In the case of sea states shown in Fig. 1 they were approaching to high ones, wave height was 1.69 meters (as indicated in in situ wave data of Fig. 2). The orthogonal components of spatial signals (Fig. 3) should be regarded as wave signals due to the SAR image’s apparent wavy pattern. The SAR wavelike signals apparently do not have the exact shape as those in situ wave data. Fig. 2 depicts portions of the time series wave data, as measured by a waverider. Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 reveals more zigzagging between every trough and crest in SAR wave signals than in situ wave data. Owing to such a tendency, different wave characteristics can be derived from SAR image and in situ wave data. Importantly, actual wave signals must be retrieved and noise removed from SAR images as well.

Herein, the zero-upcrossing method and crest-to-crest method were applied to calculate the total number of wave heights for any line of SAR wave images. Total
Fig. 1. The part image of a SAR scene over Hualien of eastern Taiwan, as acquired from CSRSR on November 26, 1993, 10:30 TLT. The wave image of study area with $512 \times 512$ pixels is gridded into sixteen $(4 \times 4)$ subimages $(128 \times 128$ pixels) named (a)–(p) from left to right and top to bottom as shown below.
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numbers of wave $N_0$ and $N_1$ were derived from zero-upcrossing method and crest-to-crest method, respectively. The ratio $N_0/N_1$ approaching unity implies that SAR wave signals had only a slight amount of noise. The 512 pixels by 512 pixels of the arbitrary SAR subimage covering the deep waters, located east of the Hualien harbor, was selected for analysis. By selecting any direction such as on the right side of the SAR image, the values of $N_0/N_1$ were calculated with 512 pixels in each line. 512 lines were calculated. 512 values of $N_0/N_1$ were distributed in the range of 0.5 to 0.7, with its average of 0.6 denoted in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the ratio calculated from in situ time series wave data was approaching unity (0.92). This finding suggests that SAR wave signals are more zigzagged than in situ data. Therefore, we believe only a slight amount of noise could be found in the SAR wave signals, possibly accounting for the following spectral analysis yielding poor results for the directional spectra.

2.3. The stationary property of SAR wave images

A circumstance in which random data have stationary properties is quite desirable for statistical analysis. SAR wave images belong to a type of random data in space domain. Herein, we define “stationary” as a situation in which the statistics obtained from SAR wave image do not vary over different ocean areas. The reverse arrangements test is applied as a test for stationarity (Bendat and Piersol, 1986). Consider a sequence of $M$ observations of random data and count the total number of reverse arrangements denoted by $A$. Assume that the data are stationary. This hypothesis would be acceptable at the $\alpha$ level of significance. The acceptance region for this hypothesis is

$$[A_{M;1-\alpha/2} < A \leq A_{M;\alpha/2}]$$

Mean and variance are the primary parameters of random data’s statistical properties.
Those parameters can be used to examine the stationarity of SAR wave signals. By selecting the same study area of the subimage of $512 \times 512$ pixels mentioned above, 512 pixels in a line were divided into sixteen groups with thirty-two pixels in each group. Mean and variance calculated with the thirty-two pixels were used as the random data to examine the stationarity. 512 values of $A$ were calculated for 512 lines. Fig. 5(a) and (b) summarize the results obtained from a reverse arrangements test for mean and variance of SAR data, respectively. The stationary hypothesis should be acceptable at 5% level of significance if $A$ falls within the range of 38 to 81. As Fig. 5 clearly indicates, SAR wave signals generally have stationary properties.
2.4. Probability distribution of SAR wave signals

For ocean gravity waves, the Gaussian distribution is generally applicable to the probability distribution of water surface displacements and the Rayleigh distribution has been usually applied to describe wave heights (Tucker, 1991). Herein, we analyzed and manipulated SAR wave signals as histograms of water surface displacements and wave heights. Those histograms were used to correlate with Gaussian and Rayleigh distribution functions by the chi-square goodness-of-fit test. With the degrees of freedom determined to be 9 and at the 5% significance level, it should be a $\chi^2$ value smaller than 16.9 if the probability distribution can be accepted. The Gaussian distribution function could not correlate well with the histogram of water surface displacements as shown in Fig. 6(a). However, the Rayleigh distribution function closely corresponded to the histogram of wave heights as shown in Fig. 6(b). From the investigation, it is found that the SAR wave signals do not completely respond to actual ocean waves.

3. Methodology and data processing for directional power spectra

3.1. Spatial Fourier transform

A SAR image is a 2-D (two-dimensional) sampling of the backscattering strength of satellite radar echoes of the sea surface over an area of 100 km by 100 km. The subscene covers the study area and the location of a waverider acquiring in situ wave data. Results obtained from the SAR data are then compared with those of in situ wave data. All of the pixels are assumed here to be squares of length $\Delta x$ equalling 12.5 m on each side. As Eq. (1) shows, let $X(m_1, m_2)$ be the digital value of a pixel located at $(m_1, m_2)$ within the subscene of $N$ by $N$ pixels. Herein, the 2-D Fourier

Fig. 4. The ratio ($N_0/N_1$) of total numbers of wave for 512 lines of the SAR image, $N_0$ and $N_1$ calculated by zero-upcrossing method and crest-to-crest method, respectively.
Fig. 5. The reverse arrangements test for (a) mean and (b) variance of SAR wave data, respectively.

The Fourier transform is used to derive the wavenumber spectra from the SAR images. Fourier coefficient represented by discrete type is defined as

\[ F(k_x, k_y) = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{m_2=0}^{N-1} \left[ \sum_{m_1=0}^{N-1} X(m_1, m_2) \cdot e^{-in_x m_1 \Delta x} \cdot e^{-in_y m_2 \Delta y} \right] \cdot e^{-in_x k_0 m_1 \Delta x} \cdot e^{-in_y k_0 m_2 \Delta y} \]  

(1)

where \( k_0 = \frac{2\pi}{D} \), \( D = N \Delta x \) = the linear size of the subscene of the SAR image, \( n_x k_0 = k_x \) = wavenumber in \( x \) the direction, \( n_y k_0 = k_y \) = wavenumber in \( y \) the direction, \( n_x \) and \( n_y \) = 1, 2, 3, . . . , \( N \).

In fact, computations are performed via Fast Fourier Transforms, thereby limiting the choice of \( N \) to the power of 2, i.e. \( N = 2^p \) (\( p = 1, 2, \ldots \)). The spectral power are calculated in line with the wavenumbers in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively.
Fig. 6. The chi-square goodness-of-fit test for (a) water surface displacements, and (b) waveheight, of 512 lines of the SAR wave image.

3.2. Wavenumber spectrum

The 2-D power spectrum can be derived by the 2D-Fourier coefficient,

\[ \psi(k_x, k_y) = |F(k_x, k_y)|^2 \]  

(2)

For the feasibility of comparing with in situ data and engineering applications, the wavenumber power spectrum should be transformed into frequency power spectrum. The wavenumber power spectrum is initially transformed from the Cartesian coordinate system into the polar coordinate system. The wavenumber power spectra in the Cartesian coordinate system and in the polar coordinate system have the following relationship (Tucker, 1991):

\[ \psi(k, \theta) = k \cdot \psi(k_x, k_y) \]  

(3)
One-dimensional wavenumber power spectrum $\psi(k)$ can be derived by integrating the 2-D wavenumber power spectrum in all directions. That is,

$$\psi(k) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \psi(k, \theta) d\theta$$

(4)

3.3. Frequency power spectrum

The frequency power spectra are widely and popularly applied to ocean engineering. For conveniences of comparison with in situ data and ocean engineering application, SAR wavenumber spectra should be translated into frequency power spectra. In general, ocean waves are stationary and ergodic over open sea. The total wave energy computed from the frequency ($f$) domain and the wavenumber ($k$) domain should be equal, i.e.,

$$\int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \phi(f, \theta) \cdot df \cdot d\theta = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \psi(k, \theta) \cdot dk \cdot d\theta$$

(5)

Therefore, the directional frequency power spectrum can be calculated in the following form:

$$\phi(f, \theta) = \psi(k, \theta) \cdot \frac{dk}{df}$$

(6)

d$k$/d$f$ in Eq. (6) can be calculated via the wave dispersion relation:

$$(2\pi f)^2 = gk \tanh(kh)$$

(7)

where $g$ denotes the acceleration of gravity, $h$ represents the water depth of the calculation area.

The directional frequency power spectrum can be obtained by considering the case of deep water or uniform water depth $h$. In these conditions, basically the bottom slope must be zero or small and the wavelength variation should be small in the calculation area. Next, the omni-directional frequency power spectrum $\phi(f)$ can be calculated by integrating the directional frequency power spectrum over all directions:

$$\phi(f) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \phi(f, \theta) d\theta$$

(8)
4. Some calculating problems on data processing

4.1. Sample size

Selecting a sample size \((N \times N\) pixels) of SAR wave images is a critical task. The too large sample size needs more computational time and may cause a loss in the spatial stationarity of the wave image, owing to the irregular local winds and uneven sea bottom near the coastal zone. On the other hand, the too small sample size will yield unstable statistics and could not derive the representative wave properties. It is proved that the sample size of 512 pixels by 512 pixels is stationary in space through the reverse arrangements test. Herein, four different sample sizes of SAR wave images, i.e. 64 \(\times\) 64, 128 \(\times\) 128, 256 \(\times\) 256 and 512 \(\times\) 512 (pixels by pixels), are selected to estimate the directional spectra of ocean waves as shown in Fig. 7(a)–(d), respectively. As this figure indicates, wave energy distribution in the power spectrum for the sample size of 512 \(\times\) 512 pixels has better resolution than that of 64 \(\times\) 64 pixels. Finding the dominant wave energy distributed in the power spectrum of Fig. 7(a) is quite difficult owing to the low resolution. The power spectrum of Fig. 7(b), as derived from a sample size of 128 \(\times\) 128 pixels wave image, clearly exhibits the dominant energy peak. Although there is a distinct energy peak in power spectra of Fig. 7(c) and (d) separately, more trivial spectral energy also arises around its energy peak. It proved that the wavefield is also homogeneous in larger sample area but high resolution sample resulted in more trivial spectral energy. Nevertheless, it need not waste more time in deriving the power spectrum and finding its energy peak from larger sample size than 128 \(\times\) 128 pixels. This finding suggests that the sample size of 128 \(\times\) 128 pixels can optimally calculate the power spectrum and get adequate wave characteristics.

4.2. Moving average and sampling average

Before FFT, moving average of raw SAR wave images is a low pass filter so that the noise can be reduced and the discontinuity in wave images can be removed as well. However, it also might eliminate some short waves with high frequency. Fig. 8 depicts the spectrum achieved by the moving average with masks of 5 \(\times\) 5 before FFT. According to this figure, some short waves with a high wavenumber were eliminated. Moving average before FFT should be carefully performed in raw SAR wave images to avoid losing the waves that require analyzing.

Regarding the moving average of power spectrum after FFT, the random error arising from the processing of FFT must be eliminated. In contrast, moving average with a large mask significantly reduces the resolution of the power spectrum. An appropriate mask of moving average should be determined to remove the random error and, ultimately, achieve a better resolution of power spectrum after FFT. Regarding the SAR wave image of 128 pixels by 128 pixels, a 3 \(\times\) 3 mask of moving average is appropriate to achieve a good result in this study.

Sampling average is another method capable of removing random errors of power spectrum after FFT. Herein, a SAR wave image of the study area, 6400 meters by
Fig. 7. SAR directional wave spectra for various sample sizes of (a) $64 \times 64$, (b) $128 \times 128$, (c) $256 \times 256$, and (d) $512 \times 512$ pixels (wave direction in degree, frequency in Hz, and wave spectra in an arbitrary unit).
6400 meters, is divided into sixteen sub-images of 128 pixels by 128 pixels. Fig. 9(a)–(p) depict the sixteen power spectra derived from these sub-images. Fig. 9(a) displays the same power spectrum as Fig. 7(b). Although the SAR wave sub-images all belong to stationary phase, some differences arise between these power spectra. Such differences should be regarded as random errors, and subsequently be improved by averaging the samples. Fig. 10 depicts the power spectrum of sampling average for all sixteen samples. This figure confirms resolution and precision in frequency and wave direction.

Poor SAR images with low SNR (signal to noise ratio) are extremely difficult to analyze and obtain wave characteristics such as wavelength and wave direction. Satisfactory SAR wave images with a clear wavy pattern and high SNR can derive actual wave characteristics by less processing of the sampling average. These satisfactory SAR images described above are seldom acquired in Taiwan, thereby it is necessary to derive better wave characteristics, more similar to actual ones, from SAR images using the appropriate image size and sampling average mentioned above.

5. Comparison and verification with in situ wave data

The ERS-1 SAR image was acquired during phase C (i.e. 35 day repeat cycle) and applied to this study. The sea states of this case are shown in SAR waveimage of Fig. 1. A wave observation station was located at an offshore area of Hualien harbor. Its position was about 1 km distant from the upper-left corner of the study area. The Institute of Harbor and Marine Technology (IHMT) of Taiwan routinely accumulated the in situ wave data by a waverider buoy deployed at (24°0′0″N, 121°38′24.5″E), outside of the east breakwater of Hualien Harbor. The waverider’s sampling rate was 1.28 Hz and the sea surface elevation was recorded for twenty minutes at two-hour intervals.

The study area was divided into sixteen SAR sub-images. From analyzing their
Fig. 9. Sixteen SAR directional wave spectra (a)–(p) derived from continuous $4 \times 4$ subimages and each subimage with 128 by 128 pixels (wave direction in degree, frequency in Hz, and wave spectra in an arbitrary unit).
wavenumber spectra, wavelengths and directions of all subimages evidently did not change. To verify the SAR spectrum, the in situ wave data were simultaneously collected. The Extension Maximum Entropy (EME) method (Hashimoto et al., 1994) was applied to analyze the in situ wave data and calculate the directional power spectrum (Fig. 11). As this in situ spectrum indicates, wave energy was concentrated
in 0.1 Hz of frequency and the dominant wave direction was 96°. Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 reveals that peak frequencies and dominant wave directions of both power spectra nearly corresponded with each other. Moreover, comparing their shapes of power spectra suggests that the SAR spectral power was more randomly distributed than the in situ one. Based on the theoretical analysis, in situ power spectrum has a smooth spectral form and possesses the shape of $\cos^n \theta$. Some discrepancies between in situ and SAR spectral shape might be owing to the different approaches used in data processing.

In a further comparison, both directional power spectra were integrated in all frequencies and wave directions to attain the directional power function $\phi(\theta)$ and frequency power function $\phi(f)$ in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. These functions were normalized by wave energy ($E$) and peak frequency ($f_p$). Fig. 12(a) depicts that their distributions of wave energy in wave direction appeared to superficially correspond with each other. However, in the area distant from the dominant wave direction, a
Fig. 12. Normalized wave spectra distributed in (a) direction and (b) frequency, respectively, by integrating all frequencies and wave directions, thick and thin curves presenting SAR and in situ wave data, respectively.
higher wave energy distributed itself in the SAR directional power function more than the in situ one. This occurrence might be owing to some unknown noise in SAR data. In the SAR image of descending mode, the SAR dominant wave direction should have 12.9° added to adjust the direction according to true north. A difference of around 20° was found in the dominant wave directions obtained from SAR data and in situ data. Besides comparing and verifying SAR spectra with in situ wave spectra, the dominant wave directions and wavelengths could also be directly investigated from SAR wave images. The dominant wave directions and wavelength were derived from spectral analysis and directly examined on SAR images that roughly corresponded with each other. This finding confirmed that the spectral analysis methodology of SAR wave image is largely valid. The difference in dominant wave directions, as derived from SAR data and in situ data, might be owing to measuring the different waves by the waverider over nearshore and by SAR over deep waters with average wave directions of all sub-images.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Besides this ERS-1 SAR image analyzed as above, some ERS SAR images, collected on June 16, 1994, January 7 and May 17, 1995 etc., provided by CSRSR were used to analyze and compare with in situ wave data. Generally, the periods of their dominant wave system varied from 6 to 12 seconds. According to results in this study, the representative ERS-1 SAR wave image has stationary wave characteristics in statistics over a wavefield of 6400 m by 6400 m via the Reverse Arrangement Test. The power spectrum can be roughly calculated and has poor precision with a smaller sample size of SAR wave images. In order to avoid spending more computational time, the SAR wave image of 128 pixels by 128 pixels is the appropriate sample size used to estimate the directional power spectrum via FFT.

In statistics, some differences among wave characteristics exist between SAR wave signals and in situ wave data. For instance, more noise can be found in SAR wave signals than in situ ones, thereby causing some redundant wave energy to appear distant from the peak frequency of SAR power spectra via spectral analysis. The Gaussian distribution cannot correlate well with the SAR histogram of water surface displacements; however, the Rayleigh distribution can closely correspond to that of wave heights. The above finding suggests that SAR wave signals cannot completely respond to actual ocean waves. SAR wave images should be carefully taken during spectral analysis so that approximate actual wave characteristics can be obtained.

Moving average on raw SAR wave data should be carefully performed before FFT in order to avoid removing the useful short wave signals. Moving average after FFT should not be overdone to prevent the wave energy from being vaguely distributed in SAR power spectra. Additionally, many SAR data included in the SAR data wave image of 128 × 128 pixels has a sample size sufficiently large to obtain wave characteristics in statistics. However, some random errors still persist in SAR power spectra; sampling average is used to effectively reduce such errors.
Comparing SAR spectra and in situ ones reveals that both peak frequencies correspond well with each other. Their spectral shapes are quite similar as well. The difference between them in dominant wave directions was around 20°. This difference may be owing to the SAR imaging distortion or different sea regions are measured by them. There were some differences in wave energy distribution distant from spectral peak between SAR and in situ spectra. This finding suggests that factors such as noise exist in other areas except the area of wave energy concentration. Further investigations are necessary to clarify and resolve the problem of unknown noise.
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